Mechanical Engineer

A hardware start-up in the center of Israel is looking for an independent, motivated engineer to join our physics research team.

Job Description:

- Work in an intense, dynamic environment to drive rapid, efficient product development
- Take part in developing groundbreaking acoustic devices, using intricate electrostatic-mechanical coupling
- Be the company's hub of knowledge regarding elastic materials & thermos-viscous mechanics

Requirements:

- B.Sc in Mechanical / Material Engineering
- Immediate availability, full time, including unusual hours (We are located near Ben-Gurion airport)

Advantages:

- Experience working with Solidworks / Creo Parametric
- Familiarity with aeroacoustics / fluid mechanics / dynamics of membranes
- Experience in FEA Analysis / Familiarity with COMSOL Multiphysics

For inquiries: oded@wizedsp.com